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ABSTRACT 
Lab-Oratory Europe Network (L.O.E.N.) 

EU Programme 
and Call for 
Proposal 

Europe for Citizens - Strand 2: Democratic Engagement and Civic Participation – 
Networks of towns. 
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/europe-for-citizens_en 

Applicant Norcia Municipality 

Deadline for 
submission 

01/03/2016 h. 12,00 (Bruxelles time) 
Projects have to start since 1st July to 31st December of the same year for a maximum 
duration of 24 months (estimated duration 18 months). 

Partnership Minimum 4 Partners – at least 1 based in one of 28 countries of European Union. 
Typology of partner: local public bodies, twinning committees, regional public bodies, 
federations/associations of local authorities; Not-for-profit organization representing 
local public bodies. 
Other partners/stakeholders: not-for-profit organizations working on the themes of 
the project.  

Budget Maximum € 150.000 – flat-rate calculated on the basis of n. of evetns, n. of partners 
and estimated n. of participants at each event.  

Priorities 2016 1. Understanding and Debating Euroscepticism 
2. Solidarity in times of crisis 
3. Combatting stigmatisation of "immigrants" and building counter narratives to 

foster intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding 
4. Debate on the future of Europe 

Objectives of the 
project  

Main objective of the project is to start a debate and continuous dialogue, through 
specific detailed studies and discussions, at international level, about future of Europe 
and new challenges that Europe faces and will face to overcome an era of profound 
transformation. Re-discovering the identity of Europe, inside the Lab-Oratory Europe 
Network will be possible to build a new concept of Europe where every citizen, also 
the most negative and sceptic, will feel itself good like in your “home”, in your 
“Abbey”. Every citizens will have again a new faith in Future of EU and a new strong 
awareness of European Identity. 

Deadline 
expression of 
interest 

19th February 2016 

Contacts Mrs. Irene Falocco - irene@mindsrl.it 
Mss. Giulia De Santis - eupartners@mindsrl.it 
Mss. Pamela Rossi - pamelarossi925@gmail.com 
TEL. +39 0744.220853 
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